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Abstract. Two of the most orthodox ideas in epistemology are fallibilism and purism. 
According to the fallibilist, one can know that a particular claim is true even though 
one’s justification for that claim is less than fully conclusive. According to the purist, 
knowledge does not depend on practical factors. Fallibilism and purism are widely 
assumed to be compatible; in fact, the combination of these views has been called the 
‘ho-hum,’ obvious, traditional view of knowledge. But I will argue that fallibilism and 
purism are incompatible. The best explanation for fallibilism requires one to reject 
purism, while maintaining purism should lead one to reject fallibilism. It follows that 
the orthodox, traditional, obvious, ho-hum view of knowledge is deeply mistaken.  

 
 
 

I 
Human fallibility is undeniable. We often make mistakes and can rarely guarantee the truth 
of our beliefs. Indeed, almost no belief can ever be rationally supported or justified in a 
conclusive way—a way that is perfectly reliable or removes all possible doubt as to the 
truth of the belief.  

And yet we seem to know a lot. It is for this reason that fallibilism about knowledge is 
widely endorsed. ‘Fallibilism,’ as I’ll understand it, is the view that one can know that a 
particular claim is true even though one’s justification for that claim is less than fully 
conclusive. Put differently, the level of justification (evidence, probability, warrant, 
reliability) requisite for knowing that such-and-such need not guarantee the truth of one’s 
belief that such-and-such.1 Fallibilism is appealing because it avoids the alleged skeptical 
implications of infallible conceptions of knowledge.2 On the infallibilist view, knowledge 
requires the highest possible degree of justification (evidence, probability, warrant, 
reliability.). But if this were true, we would know almost nothing. We rarely possess 
conclusive reasons, infallible justification, or a perfectly reliable basis for those beliefs we 
take to constitute knowledge. It is for this reason that “we are all fallibilists now” (Seigel 
1997: 164). 

                                                
1 Reed (2002) and Brown (2018) discuss how to formulate fallibilism precisely.  
2 Some theorists argue that infallibilism need not entail skepticism. I will return to this issue shortly.  
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According to philosophical lore, ‘purism’ is also orthodoxy in epistemology. Purism is 
the view that what counts as knowledge is independent of practical concerns.3 Put another 
way, whether a true belief amounts to knowledge depends only on purely epistemic 
factors—i.e., factors that are appropriately truth conducive (Stanley 2005), truth related 
(Fantl and McGrath 2007), truth relevant (DeRose 2009), or truth connected (Grimm 2015). 
These purely epistemic factors include things like whether a belief is formed in a reliable 
way, is supported by good evidence, or any other condition that would affect the likelihood 
that a particular belief is true.4 In epistemology, the received tradition is that purely 
epistemic factors are the only sort of thing that make a difference to whether or not a belief 
amounts to knowledge. As Mikkel Gerken (2017: 15) says, the “orthodox” view is that 
“both knowledge itself and the semantics of ‘knows’ depend only on truth-relevant 
factors.”5 Echoing this claim, Brian Kim (2017: 1) says “epistemic orthodoxy is a purist 
one in the sense that it separates out the epistemic from the practical,” and he goes on to say 
that “rejecting purism seems mad” (2017: 7).  

Assuming “we are all fallibilists now” and that it would be “mad” to reject purism, we 
are naturally led to the view I call purist fallibilism. A purist fallibilist thinks the level of 
justification required for knowledge needn’t guarantee the truth of one’s belief and only 
purely epistemic factors (as opposed to practical factors) are what determine the relevant 
level of justification. This has been described as the “ho-hum,” obvious view of knowledge 
(Rysiew 2007). It is the obvious view, presumably, because it combines two orthodox 
ideas: our knowledge claims are often true (viz., fallibilism) and only traditional epistemic 
factors like belief, truth, and justification make them true (viz., purism). While defenders of 
purist fallibilism are legion,6 I will argue this view makes little sense. This is because the 
best explanation for fallibilism requires one to reject purism, while maintaining purism 
should lead one to reject fallibilism. It follows that the orthodox, traditional, obvious, ho-
hum view of knowledge is deeply mistaken.  

 
II 

Let’s start by dipping into a bit of history. A central motif in Hume’s philosophical 
work is that of an irreconcilable clash between two perspectives: our practical, everyday 
outlook versus the attitude to which we are led by philosophical reflection. Hume believed 
that we are pushed toward skepticism when reason acts “alone,” that is, when the practical 
pressures to act and our natural inclination to believe what we see are suspended in the 
                                                
3 One might characterize purism more broadly as the view that epistemic concepts (not just knowledge) are 
free from practical concerns (Kim 2017), but I will focus specifically on knowledge. 
4 New evil demon cases suggest that truth conduciveness is not the best or only way to understand ‘purely 
epistemic’ factors (see Cohen 1984), but I will set this complication aside. As cited above, the literature on 
(im)purism seems to characterize epistemic factors in terms of their truth conduciveness.  
5 I am interested in knowledge, so I set aside the semantic thesis that practical factors are relevant for 
determining the meaning of ‘knows’ in a conversational context. 
6 See Rysiew (2001, 2007), Bach (2005, 2010), Brown (2006, 2008, 2012), Nagel (2008), Lackey (2010), 
Pritchard (2010), Reed (2010, 2012), and Gerken (2017).  
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pursuit of reflective understanding. Striking a similar note, Descartes insisted that by 
bracketing the practical considerations and goals that characterize daily life, we come to 
realize that a belief qualifies as knowledge only if it meets standards that are far more 
demanding than those we typically employ.7 Consider the following passage from the 
Discourse on the Method:  

 
[S]o far as practical life is concerned, it is sometimes necessary to follow opinions which 
one knows to be very uncertain, just as though they were indubitable… but because I 
wanted to devote myself solely to the search for truth, I thought it was necessary that I 
should do just the opposite, and that I should reject, just as though it were absolutely false, 
everything in which I could imagine the slightest doubt, so as to see whether after that 
anything remained in my belief which was entirely indubitable. (Descartes VI, 31-32) 
 

It is debatable whether this passage is suggesting that the standards for knowledge (as 
opposed to the standards for action or practical reasoning) increase as a result of searching 
“solely” for truth. But what this passage clearly suggests is that practical considerations put 
downward pressure on the epistemic standards we follow in daily life. According to 
Stephen Grimm (2011: 726), this provides us with a reason to think that once our practical 
goals and concerns are taken out of the equation of what it takes to know, the level of 
justification required for knowledge will skyrocket. I think Grimm is exactly right, and I 
wish to develop this idea further.  

This link between the threshold for knowledge and the concerns of practical life has a 
long history. While it originates in Descartes (if not earlier), it continues through the work 
of J. L. Austin (1946), Bernard Williams (1978), Barry Stroud (1984), Marie McGinn 
(1989), and Michael Williams (1991). Simplifying quite dramatically, we may say these 
theorists all agree with the following general idea: when our epistemic practices, norms, 
and concepts are not subject to any practical constraints or limitations, the most plausible 
view to adopt is that knowledge requires conclusive reasons, infallible justification, or a 
perfectly reliable belief-forming process. This is because only practical considerations 
could explain why knowledge demands anything less (I’ll elaborate on this idea shortly). 
Here are a few representative statements of this view:  
 

What is seen to be true from a detached, ‘external’ standpoint might not correspond to what 
we take to be the truth about our position when we consider it ‘internally’, from within the 
practical contexts which give our words their social point. Philosophical skepticism says the 
two do not correspond; we never know anything about the world around us, although we 
say or imply that we do hundreds of times a day. (Stroud 1984: 81) 
 

                                                
7 Michael Williams (1991) defends this interpretation of Hume, and Bernard Williams (1978) defends this 
interpretation of Descartes.  
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Everyday certainty is connected with our absorption in highly particular projects. 
Skepticism, in contrast, arises out of a quest for understanding that is in some distinctive 
way unconstrained. (Williams 1991: 9)  
 
The skeptical demand for certainty arises out of the recognition that if we allow anything 
less than conclusive grounds to motivate the formation of belief then pragmatic 
considerations must be allowed to determine what level of inconclusive evidence is 
sufficient. (Owens 2000: 59)  
 

It seems that once all practical considerations are set aside, the conditions for knowing 
become (or are revealed to be) far stricter than those we settle for in daily life. We set foot 
on the path to skepticism as soon as the practical activities that characterize common life 
are held in abeyance.  

Admittedly, the relationship between infallibilism and skepticism is not straightforward. 
On the one hand, a widely accepted view is that infallibilist theories of knowledge are 
“doomed to a skeptical conclusion” (Cohen 1988: 91). Fallibilism is almost universally 
accepted in epistemology precisely because the step from infallibilism to skepticism is 
often regarded as inevitable. On the other hand, some theorists deny that infallibilism leads 
to skepticism. For example, Fred Dretske (1981), Timothy Williamson (2000), Wayne 
Davis (2007), and Ram Neta (2011) defend versions of infallibilism that allegedly have 
non-skeptical results.8 I doubt that these views ultimately succeed in warding off 
skepticism, but I will not argue for that claim here.9 My primary aim is to show that 
fallibilism and purism are incompatible, not that infallibilism necessarily leads to 
skepticism. A paper with this conclusion still throws the orthodox view into peril.  

It is worth noting, however, that if infallibilism leads to skepticsm, as I believe it does, 
then purists would also be committed to skepticism.  
 

III 

                                                
8 David Lewis (1996) claims to defend a version of contextualism is that both infallibilist and non-skeptical. It 
is doubtful, however, that he avoids the perils of skepticism (see Hannon 2017: 134-6 for an overview). 
Further, we might question whether his view is really infallibilist. According to Lewis, ‘knowledge’ requires 
one to rule out all relevant alternatives (hence, he says it is infallibilist); but what counts as ‘all’ depends on 
the context. Lewis allows that in some (low-standards) situations one may ‘know’ that p even though one is in 
a fairly weak epistemic position. For this reason I doubt Lewis’s view is true to the spirit of infallibilism.  
9 Jessica Brown (2018) convincingly argues that infallibilists can avoid skepticism only at the cost of 
problematic commitments concerning evidence and evidential support. In particular, Brown says the 
infallibilist is committed to two things: a factive, non-psychological conception of evidence on which 
knowledge is sufficient for evidence; also, the infallibist must claim that if one knows that p, then p is part of 
one’s evidence for p. This opens up the infallibilist to two objections: first, it is typically infelicitious to cite a 
known proposition as evidence for itself; second, the infallibilist view of evidence allows two subjects who 
are intuitively equally justified in believing some claim are not in fact equally justified (see Chapters 2 and 3 
of Brown’s book). Brown therefore concludes that infallibilists must choose between skepticism or give up 
invariantism. 
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Let’s now return to purism, the view that “knowledge does not depend on practical 
facts” (Stanley 2005: 6).10 Practical facts include things like the need to act, our dependence 
on others, the accessibility and importance of information, and the time and resources that 
inquiry demands.11 Following Bernard Williams, we may take practical considerations to 
include everything that is “economic” in the broadest sense; i.e. all costs and benefits 
attaching to decisions and to the decision-making process itself (1991: 191). This 
distinction between the “practical” and the “non-practical” (or “purely epistemic”) 
corresponds, roughly, to the distinction between non-truth-relevant and truth-relevant 
factors. By definition, then, practical factors are not relevant to determining the truth of the 
target proposition. Rather, practical factors can “encroach” on knowledge only if they are 
relevant for either determining (a) whether or not an agent possesses a suitable belief in the 
target proposition, or (b) whether or not the agent’s epistemic state with respect to the target 
proposition is strong enough to meet the standards required for knowledge.12 This paper 
will strictly focus on the latter type of pragmatic encroachment, which I call impurism 
about the threshold for knowledge—or ‘impurism’ for short.13 Impurism is true if practical 
factors partly determine the level of justification required for knowledge.  

Why would knowledge partly depend on factors that are irrelevant to the truth of the 
belief? It is clear why your evidence, warrant, justification, or reliability would bear on the 
question of whether or not you know, since these purely epistemic factors increase the 
likelihood that your belief is true. But why would knowledge depend on factors that have 
no effect on the probability that the relevant belief is true?  

As it happens, there are a variety of plausible reasons why practical factors would bear 
on the level of justification required for knowledge. I will highlight four of them. 

Consider our need to pool and share information with members of our community. All 
humans have a need for enough truths (and not too many falsehoods) to successfully guide 
their actions, and this encourages us to realize the benefits of pooling and sharing 
information. Other people will often have information that we lack, so it is beneficial for us 
to rely on others as sources of information. This gives rise to another need: we must 
distinguish reliable sources of information from unreliable sources. According to Edward 
Craig (1990), our practice of epistemic evaluation results from these basic needs; in 

                                                
10 Stanley uses the label “intellectualism” rather than purism.  
11 The literature on this topic tends to focus specifically on what is at stake for an individual, but all sorts of 
practical factors can presumably make for the presence or absence of knowledge. Thus, the focus on ‘stakes 
sensitivity’ is misleading. For a defense of the view that ‘practical factors’ include more than just what is at 
stake, see Anderson (2015), Turri et al. (2016), Pinillos (2016), Gerken (2017), and Roeber (forthcoming).  
12 Brian Kim (2017: 2) distinguishes these options.  
13 The classic defenders of impurism are Fantl and McGrath (2002, 2007, 2009), Hawthorne (2004), and 
Stanley (2005). This view is also called ‘practicalism’ (Grimm 2011) and ‘pragmatism’ (Roeber 
forthcoming). I avoid the labels ‘subject-sensitive invariantism’ (Hawthorne 2004) and ‘interest-relative 
invariantism’ (Stanley 2005) for reasons that will become apparent.  
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particular, he argues that a knower is someone who qualifies as a sufficiently reliable 
informant.14  

How reliable is that? As Craig and others have argued, this standard cannot be too low 
because it would fail to mark out distinctions that matter to us (and thus make knowledge 
useless and empty); but it also cannot be too high because that would exclude people who 
are perfectly reliable for our everyday purposes.15 Insisting on conclusive reasons, perfect 
reliability, or infallible justification would exclude a vast number of informants on whom 
most people could reasonably depend. Ernest Sosa makes this point:  

 
A concept of knowledge requiring a perfect success ratio would not be very discriminating, 
and would not help us to keep track of the facts regarding epistemic dependability, our own 
or others’. Nor would that concept of perfect knowledge aid intercommunication of such 
facts amongst members of the group. (1991: 275)  
 

In daily life, nobody really cares whether a potential informant has enough evidence to rule 
out radical error possibilities; for example, I needn’t have evidence or reasons sufficient to 
rule out the possibility that John will be struck by a meteorite in order to know that he will 
attend tonight’s party. Normally only reasonable precautions are taken. To ensure that 
informants are sufficiently reliable for members of our community, we develop a practice 
of setting the standard fairly high, but not unreasonably high. Practical considerations could 
not lead us to prefer imposing standards that would keep out falsehoods by rejecting 
everything. We are thus led to a fallible conception of knowledge by reflecting on the need 
to identify reliable sources of information.  

This is just one of many possible explanations for why practical factors might bear on 
the threshold for knowledge. Consider the popular view that inquiry appropriately ends at 
knowledge.16 It seems, for example, that one who is inquiring into whether the bank is open 
may stop inquiring when she knows it is open. The idea that inquiry aims at knowledge is 
highly intuitive, but it is only intuitive if knowledge requires less than conclusive 
justification or perfect reliability. If knowledge required this sort of infallibility, then 
inquiry would go on endlessly. After all, inquiry has no natural stopping point because 
there are always further conceivable but uneliminated possibilities of error. We therefore 
need an explanation for why inquiry would demand less than conclusive justification. The 
most plausible explanation, to my mind, is that continuing to inquire beyond a certain point 
would be impractical: it would commit us to paying higher informational costs that are not 
worth the lessened risk of being wrong. The circumstances of daily life do not demand that 
our chances of being wrong are absolutely zero. Thus, the best way to make sense of the 
idea that inquiry appropriately ends at knowledge is by appealing to an array of practical 
                                                
14 Earlier statements of this idea can be found in Williams (1973: 146) and Sosa (1988: 152). Contemporary 
defenders of this view include Greco (2008), Henderson (2009), McKenna (2013), and Hannon (2017).  
15 See Heller (1999), Greco (2008), and Henderson (2009) for a defense of this claim.  
16 See Kvanvig (2009: 344), Kappel (2010), Kelp (2011), and Rysiew (2012).  
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concerns that we need to balance in daily life; for example, there is our need to act and the 
fact that the resources we can devote to inquiry are limited.17  

Let me briefly suggest two other pragmatic explanations for fallibilism. Suppose, first, 
that you are in a good enough epistemic position to assert that p if (and perhaps only if) you 
know that p.18 If infallibilism were true, then assertions could almost never be epistemically 
warranted (at least not without some probability qualification). But such a result seems 
obviously intolerable from a practical standpoint because we often have urgent needs for 
communicating information. Thus, it makes more sense to suppose that knowledge is the 
norm of assertion only if fallibilism is correct. Likewise, assume that you are in a good 
enough epistemic position to rely on p in practical reasoning if (and perhaps only if) you 
know that p.19 If infallibilism were true, then your justification or evidence would almost 
never provide a sufficient basis for practical reasoning.20 This is problematic because we 
are still faced with the unavoidable need to act, so there is again practical pressure to think 
knowledge is the relevant norm only if fallibilism is true.  

It is therefore quite clear why an impurist would maintain that knowledge does not 
require conclusive evidence, infallible justification, or perfect reliability. But what happens 
when we examine our beliefs about the world in abstraction from all practical concerns? 
Michael Williams (1991: 181) calls this the “detached, philosophical attitude.” Jonathan 
Kvanvig (2009: 346) says we take a “purely theoretical point of view” when we “abstract 
away from other purposes such as purposes which are practical, moral, aesthetical, 
religious, or political in nature.” Let’s suppose we adopt this perspective—what follows?  

As suggested in the previous section, the demand for infallibility seems to arise as soon 
as we free ourselves from the practical constraints that typically apply to the search for 
knowledge. We find this idea most clearly in Bernard Williams’s book, Descartes: The 
Project of Pure Inquiry. In that work, Williams distinguishes ordinary inquiry from what he 
calls “pure inquiry.” The pure inquirer, like the ordinary inquirer, is someone trying to find 
out the truth; but unlike the ordinary inquirer, the pure inquirer seeks a method that he can 
be assured in advance will lead only to the truth if properly followed. This method of 
inquiry is distinctive because our beliefs about the world are examined in abstraction from 
the practical considerations that rationally weigh on us in daily life, such as limited time 
and resources, the need to act, and our epistemic dependence on others. These 
considerations are laid aside in the search for a method whose correct application 
guarantees truth and nothing but the truth (Williams 1978: 21). As a result, this kind of 
inquiry gives rise to skeptical worries because the pure inquirer will not assent to any belief 

                                                
17 See Williams (1978: 46) and Grimm (2011: 726-7). 
18 For a defense of the knowledge norm of assertion, see Unger (1975) and Williamson (2000).  
19 For a defense of the knowledge norm of practical reasoning, see Hawthorne (2004) and Stanley and 
Hawthorne (2008). 
20 It would likely be too overwhelming to proceed in probabilistic terms, and we rarely know probabilities 
with enough precision to arrive at anything very definite on this basis, and we ultimately have to actually do 
some particular thing and not just probably do it.  
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in which he detects the possibility of doubt. By freeing ourselves from the practical 
constraints that apply in ordinary life, Williams argues that we are led directly into 
skepticism.  

Is Williams right? Is the purist forced into skepticism (or at least infallibilism)? Perhaps 
not. As William James famously observed, would-be knowers must follow at least two 
epistemic duties: we must believe the truth and we must avoid error (1969: 203-4). These 
are not two ways of stating an identical commandment, for these epistemic goals pull in 
opposite directions. After all, it is perfectly sensible to think it better to risk believing some 
falsehoods than to avoid falsity entirely by suspending all judgment. On these grounds, you 
might argue that our purely epistemic goals could explain why less than conclusive 
justification would be good enough for knowledge. In particular, our epistemic aim of 
avoiding error would put upward pressure on the level of justification for knowledge, but 
our goal to believe the truth would keep this standard in check because we would not know 
any truths if we suspended our judgment completely. Thus, our epistemic goal of believing 
the truth might explain why knowledge requires less than infallible justification.  

Suggestive though this idea might be, ultimately it fails. It fails not because believing 
the truth can only be grounded in practical considerations. Rather, it fails because even if 
this were an accurate picture of our purely epistemic concerns, we are still left wondering 
how these epistemic goals should be ‘balanced’ (Riggs 2003; Grimm 2011), and it is utterly 
mysterious how to answer that question from a non-practical, purely epistemic perspective. 
As Dorit Ganson (2008: 448) puts it, “we must make choices about how to weigh our 
multiple, sometimes conflicting cognitive goals, and we have no basis for such a choice if 
we fail to take our practical needs and interests into account.” The same issue will arise for 
any epistemic goals we wish to consider beyond the two that James identifies.  

The purist will therefore struggle to provide a principled, non-arbitrary explanation for 
why knowledge would require anything less than infallibility. When we are unconstrained 
by the limitations that rationally weigh on us in daily life, it becomes unclear why we 
should settle for justification that does not guarantee the truth of our beliefs. To further 
illustrate this point, imagine a fallibilist who thinks that knowledge requires 95% 
reliability.21 Now we must ask: why would a purist settle for this level of reliability rather 
than something slightly lower or higher (but still short of infallibility)? Are there any purely 
epistemic considerations that would explain why knowledge requires 95% reliability rather 
than, say, 92% or 98%? It seems there are none. Admittedly, it might be unreasonable to 
demand a precise numerical specification of the level of reliability needed for knowledge, 
and elsewhere I have argued that numerical probabilities are not even the right way to think 
about reliability or justification (see Author 1). But even if we do not frame the issue in 
terms of percentages, we still have no guidance about how much evidence, justification, 

                                                
21 I take this argument from Grimm (2011: 728).  
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reliability, or any other truth-relevant factor is required for knowledge—short of 
infallibility.22  

Thus, it is clear why the impurist might think knowledge requires less than conclusive 
reasons, infallible justification, or perfect reliability. But the story to tell in favor of purism 
is far less clear.23 The impurist can appeal to our need to share information, to end inquiry, 
and to the fact that knowledge seems closely tied to assertion and practical reasoning; 
however, there seems to be no similarly promising ways to explain why purism is 
compatible with fallibilism. Fallibilist epistemologies that have no place for practical 
factors are thus implausible.  
 

IV 
It might strike the reader as surprising that purist fallibilists have not addressed this 

problem. After all, the tension between purism and fallibilism is prominent in the work of 
Descartes, Hume, J. L. Austin, Bernard Williams, Marie McGinn, and many other 
distinguished epistemologists. One might therefore expect purist fallibilists to show an 
awareness of this concern and attempt to resolve it. Why have they been silent on the issue?  

The most plausible explanation is this: purists often suppose that practical factors bear 
on knowledge when the practical features of a subject’s environment are what make a 
constitutive difference to whether one knows. What purists commonly deny is the claim 
that the epistemic requirements for knowing vary with the subject’s practical reasoning 
situation. We find this sort of impurism in work by Jeremy Fantl and Matthew McGrath 
(2002, 2009), John Hawthorne (2004), and Jason Stanley (2005). According to these classic 
statements of impurism, whether a subject S’s true belief that p is knowledge partly 
depends on how important it is to S that p be true. I’ll call this view ‘subject-centered 
impurism.’24 Some impurists have argued that knowledge may also partly depend on the 
practical interests of the attributor of knowledge, the evaluator, or some other third party 

                                                
22 BonJour (2010) claims this problem vexes all types of fallibilism, not just purist fallibilism. He argues that 
fallibilists cannot specify what level of justification is required for knowledge, nor can they explain why any 
level of justification that is less than fully conclusive would have the significance that makes knowledge 
valuable. Elsewhere I have explained why appealing to practical considerations will solve these problems 
(Author 1), so I will not recapitulate the details of my view here. What matters for the purpose of this paper is 
that the purist has no explanation for why less than perfect justification would be required for knowledge.  
23 Insofar as one thinks that justification, evidence, or reliability is required for knowledge, and that these 
things come in degrees, the purist will face the challenge of explaining why purely epistemic considerations 
could lead on to think that less than maximal evidence, infallible justification, or perfect reliability would be 
enough for knowledge. It is possible that this worry for purism will not arise on certain alternative 
frameworks, such as Williamson’s (2000) knowledge-first epistemology. More specifically, these threshold 
worries might not arise for anyone who rejects scalar models of justification, evidence, or reliability (or 
simply rejects that we should understand knowledge in these terms). If that is right, than perhaps my argument 
can be taken as a reason to think some alternative framework is correct. I remain neutral on that issue.  
24 This is intended to capture both ‘interest-relative invariantism’ (Stanley 2005) and ‘subject-sensitive 
invariantism’ (Hawthorne 2004).  
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(not just the subject).25 For simplicity, however, I will focus on subject-centered impurism, 
which is how impurism is typically characterized. Purists often conceive of themselves as 
denying this position.  

There are two main arguments for subject-centered impurism. The first is that this view 
explains our epistemic judgments about pairs of ‘Low Stakes’ and ‘High Stakes’ cases 
(Fantl and McGrath 2002; Stanley 2005). In these cases, the ‘truth-relevant factors’ are held 
fixed (including the strength of the believer’s epistemic position) and yet it seems the 
practical stakes in the situation make a constitutive difference to whether the subject knows. 
The second type of argument arises from the intuitive connections between knowledge and 
action (Hawthorne and Stanley 2008). The argument in a nutshell is this: (i) If one knows 
that p, then one may act as if p; (ii) there are pairs of cases in which the epistemic states of 
two people with respect to p are identical, but their practical circumstances differ, and one 
person may act as if p while the other may not; (iii) thus, knowledge seems to partly depend 
on one’s practical circumstances.  

Purists have rejected these arguments for a variety of reasons. The most common worry 
is that impurist accounts of knowledge make knowledge too unstable.26 Grimm (2015) calls 
this ‘the stability problem.’ If we suppose that knowledge is tied to an individual’s practical 
interests, then it seems that what it takes to know will vary radically from case to case; for 
example, one may go from a situation in which one fails to know that p to a situation in 
which one knows that p just because the cost of obtaining additional evidence regarding p 
increases. This is problematic because knowledge seems to remain fairly stable across 
contexts. Even when the practical costs of being wrong are basically zero, knowledge still 
requires one to have good evidence or reliably formed beliefs. After all, we cannot know 
more by simply caring less. Further, the stability of knowledge is presumably one of the 
features of knowledge that makes it valuable (see Williamson 2000: 78-80; Reed 2010). 
This idea traces all the way back to Plato, who tells us that knowledge, unlike mere true 
opinion, is valuable because it is “tethered” and will not easily fluctuate (Meno 70a). 

I agree with both Plato and the purist that knowledge is fairly stable. Thus, if subject-
centered impurism is committed to the claim that knowledge is unstable, this would be a 
significant strike against the view. Some impurists have sought a middle ground by arguing 
that knowledge remains fairly stable and yet the practical features of a subject’s 
environment can make a constitutive difference to whether one knows.27 I leave aside 
whether or not such a view is coherent. For the sake of argument, I want to grant everything 
the purist says against the view that knowing can vary with the subject’s practical reasoning 

                                                
25 Contextualists and relativists have focused on the practical interests of attributors, evaluators, and third 
parties in determining the truth conditions of knowledge claims (see DeRose 2009, MacFarlane 2005, Greco 
2008, Henderson 2009), but some impurists have said these practical interests bear on knowledge itself (see 
Grimm 2015 and Hannon 2017).  
26 See Schaffer (2006); Cappelen & Lepore (2006); Russell & Doris (2008); Reed (2010), Brown (2014), and 
Anderson (2015) for versions of this objection. 
27 See Grimm (2015) and Hannon (2017) for this sort of view.  
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situation. I will therefore suppose that subject-centered impurism succumbs to the stability 
problem.  

The point I want to emphasize, however, is that purism is often characterized as aiming 
at a much broader target. In particular, it is frequently said that purists reject the idea that 
knowledge depends on practical factors. For example, Kim (2017:1) says “one is a purist to 
the extent that one believes that the epistemic realm is independent of the practical realm 
and that our epistemic concepts are independent from our practical ones.” Stanley (2005: 6) 
characterizes purism (or what he calls ‘intellectualism’) as the thesis that “knowledge does 
not depend on practical facts.” Ross and Schroeder (2014: 259) say purism is false if 
“whether an agent knows that p can depend on pragmatic factors.” These claims all indicate 
that purists routinely take themselves to deny not only the narrow thesis that knowing 
partly depends on the subject’s practical situation, but also the broader thesis that practical 
considerations bear on what we know. However, the common objections to impurism only 
target the narrow thesis. This is problematic because it is perfectly coherent to maintain, on 
the one hand, that knowledge does not depend on what is at stake for some individual, and 
yet also to maintain, on the other hand, that only practical considerations determine the 
level of justification required for (fallible) knowledge. Purists would therefore miss the 
broader target by focusing too narrowly on subject-centered versions of impurism.  

In response, the purist may wish to rule out this broader sort of impurism by defining 
words like “epistemic” and “pragmatic” in ways that make the impurist view trivially false. 
For example, the purist might argue that knowing does not depend on practical factors 
because “practical factors” only include a particular individual’s practical interests. Or the 
purist might argue that “purely epistemic” factors are the only sort of thing that make a 
difference to whether or not a belief amounts to knowledge because “epistemic” means “of 
or relating to knowledge.”28 But the problem with this sort of reply is that purists must find 
a theory neutral way to define the relevant terms. Defining away the problem is 
unsatisfactory because it would beg important questions within the context of a debate 
about whether knowledge is determined by only epistemic factors.  

I think there has been considerable confusion on some central issues in epistemology 
owing to the fact that the distinction between the “epistemic” and “practical” has not been 
treated with sufficient care. If we follow Stanley, Fantl and McGrath, DeRose, and Grimm 
by characterizing epistemic factors as those that would affect the likelihood that a particular 
belief is true, then purist fallibilism is almost certainly false. As argued earlier, practical 
considerations are the only plausible considerations for why knowledge would require less 
than conclusive reasons, infallible justification, or perfect reliability. Thus, fallibilists who 
deny that practical factors bear on what we know would be making one of two errors: either 
they would miss their broader target or, if that was never their target in the first place, they 
would have misleadingly ignored the important relationship between practical factors and 
knowledge.  
                                                
28 See the Oxford English Dictionary. 
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In light of the foregoing, the purist might grant that some practical factors bear on the 
level of justification required for knowledge and yet still deny that knowledge depends on 
what is at stake for some individual. Admittedly, this sort of purism would be less pure than 
we initially thought, but it would still be “pure-ish” because, on this view, knowledge does 
not depend on the practical situation of the subject. This is a perfectly coherent and 
plausible idea. By my lights it would qualify as a version of impurism because it does not 
remain within the bounds of traditional, truth-directed epistemology. One who adopts this 
view would concede that practical factors do partly determine the level of justification 
required for knowledge. This creates more space for impurists to disagree about precisely 
what sort of practical factors bear on the threshold for knowledge. Some believe that 
individual stakes matter; others deny the relevance of individual stakes while granting that 
knowledge depends on broader practical factors. Once this distinction is made, we can 
appreciate that the seemingly radical nature of the impurist view stems from an ambiguity 
in the notion of what it means for the threshold of knowledge to “depend” on non-truth-
connected factors.  

From this discussion there emerge new possibilities that go unrecognized in the extant 
literature on this topic. For example, it is perfectly coherent by my lights to be both an 
impurist and an insensitive invariantist. The insensitive invariantist says the truth or falsity 
of a sentence like “S knows that p” does not shift from situation to situation. In contrast, 
“shifty” epistemologies claim the truth or falsity of a knowledge sentence does vary across 
contexts. It is widely assumed that impurists are committed to shifty accounts of 
knowledge, but my characterization of impurism leaves open the possibility of an 
insensitive invariant impurism. Suppose, for example, that the threshold for fallible 
knowledge is partly determined by our need to identify reliable informants. If this is right, 
then practical consideration bear on what we know; but this proposal is perfectly 
compatible with both shifty and stable accounts of knowledge. The reliable informant 
standard might naturally approximate the level of justification envisioned by classical (non-
skeptical) invariantism, but nothing I have said rules out shifty epistemologies.29  

As one door opens, however, another door closes. While it is perfectly consistent on my 
view to be both an insensitive invariantist and an impurist, it makes little sense to be a 
purist and a fallibilist. Purist fallibilism is implausible because only practical considerations 
can explain why the threshold for knowledge would be less than fully conclusive. At most, 
one can be what I have called a “pure-ish fallibilist.” Proponents of this view will deny that 
knowledge depends on what is at stake for the subject of knowledge (viz., they deny 
subject-centered impurism) but they will grant that broader practical factors bear on the 
level of justification required for knowledge. In this way, a view that was thought to be 

                                                
29 In particular, this proposal seems compatible with ‘high-standards’ classical invariantism (Kelp 2011), 
‘moderate’ classical invariantism (Kusch 2011), contextualism (Greco 2008), and sensitive invariantism 
(Grimm 2015) 
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orthodoxy (purist fallibilism) turns out to be deeply mistaken, while a view that was 
thought to be implausible (insensitive invariant impurism) is coherent and well motivated.  
 

V 
At the heart of this issue are two questions: first, how much justification is required for 

knowledge?; second, what determines the level of justification that knowledge demands? 
Speaking broadly, there are only two possible answers to each of these questions. In terms 
of how much justification is required for knowledge, we must be fallibilists or infallibilists: 
either knowledge requires the highest possible degree of justification or it does not. In 
terms of what determines the level of justification that knowledge demands, we must be 
purists or impurists: either knowledge’s justificatory threshold is partly determined by 
practical considerations or it is not. If one believes that purely epistemic factors are what fix 
the level of justification required for knowledge, then one must conclude that knowledge 
demands the highest possible degree of justification. This is because practical 
considerations are the only factors that would explain why knowledge requires less than 
conclusive reasons, infallible justification, or perfect reliability.30 Purism thus leads to 
infallibilism, which potentially leads to skepticism. 

I do not take this to be a reductio against purism.31 Epistemologists often too quickly 
dismiss infallibilism because of its alleged skeptical consequences, but I do not find it so 
wildly implausible to think our ordinary ascriptions of knowledge are typically false.32 As 
Barry Stroud (1984: 71) points out, our temptation towards skepticism is itself evidence 
that the skeptic’s conception of knowledge might be the very conception we have been 
operating with all along. Philosophical reflection might simply bring to light constraints on 
knowledge that are routinely unobserved or overruled due to the practical exigencies of 
daily life. Further, as Laurence BonJour (2010) argues, an infallible conception of 
knowledge might best explain why knowledge is valuable. Assuming knowledge is a 
supremely valuable cognitive state indicative of cognitive success, then you might think 
one requires conclusive justification to achieve this exalted cognitive state. Infallibilists can 

                                                
30 Practical factors are the only factors that could explain fallibilism, but I am not suggesting that one who 
takes practical factors into account must be a fallibilist. You might think the essential nature of knowledge (or 
the semantic core of our concept of knowledge) is revealed by purely epistemic considerations, and yet 
practical considerations could still play an important role in your epistemology because they explain and 
justify the procedures we follow in daily life. More specifically, the idea is that we recognize that for practical 
purposes we cannot entertain skeptical doubts, but from a purely epistemic perspective we come to realize 
that we really know little, if anything, about the world around us (see Stroud 1984). In other words, practical 
considerations explain why it is appropriate in the context of everyday life to say that people have knowledge, 
but this just reflects the “practical exigencies” of action rather than the true conditions for knowledge.  
31 Elsewhere I have argued that accounts of knowledge that proceed in abstraction from practical 
considerations are implausible because they mark the end of any contact with the practical requirements that 
explain why we have a concept of knowledge in the first place (Author 2). But here I remain neutral on that 
issue.  
32 In contrast, Grimm (2011) rejects purism on these grounds.  
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also provide a much clearer answer to the so-called “threshold problem” for knowledge 
(BonJour 2010).33  

Infallibilism becomes even more tempting when the aforementioned arguments are 
augmented by a plausible explanation for why people falsely speak of knowing in daily life. 
For example, it could be that people reasonably regard their justification for a belief as 
conclusive when in fact deeper philosophical reflection reveals it is not. Or perhaps it 
would be unreasonable or needlessly fussy to insist, in daily life, that a belief isn’t 
knowledge when the believer is close enough to meeting the ideal standard. Or maybe 
knowledge claims are typically conditional or elliptical in the sense that one knows such-
and-such assuming some alternative possibilities that are not worth taking seriously are 
indeed false.34 These are just a few possible explanations that I will not defend; I mention 
them simply to illustrate that infallibilists have several possible ways to blunt challenges to 
their view. None of this provides relief for the purist fallibilist, however.  

 
VI 

This paper has explored the relationship between the conditions for knowledge and the 
circumstances of practical life. As we’ve seen, epistemological orthodoxy is purist in the 
sense that it separates the epistemic from the practical. Epistemological orthodoxy is also 
fallibilist in the sense that knowledge is believed to be compatible with less than conclusive 
justification. The combination of these two ideas leads us to purist fallibilism—the ho-hum, 
obvious, traditional view of knowledge. I have argued this view is deeply mistaken. By 
abstracting away from practical considerations and adopting the “purely epistemic point of 
view,” it becomes unclear why knowledge would require anything less than conclusive 
reasons, infallible justification, or perfect reliability. Purism and fallibilism are 
commitments that pull in opposite directions and thereby tear the orthodox view apart.  
 
  

                                                
33 Here’s a quick summary of the threshold problem. Fallibilists are committed to the idea that there is a level 
of non-conclusive justification that alters our cognitive situation in an important way—by taking us from not-
knowing to knowing. This is odd because additional increases in justification will still be cognitively valuable 
in exactly the same way as earlier increases in justification, before this magic level was reached. If one is an 
infallibilist, however, it is eminently clear why the level of justification required for knowledge is cognitively 
valuable, since conclusive justification would guarantee the truth of one’s belief.  
34 BonJour (2010) provides these explanations.  
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